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Animation is an ever-increasing method for representing landscape design. Animated storyboards have exciting potential for creating sensational and innovative visual models. This presentation will focus on techniques for using storyboards in the design process, and on developing a narrative scenario as a foundation for conceptual design. Basic film-making techniques will also be covered.
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Learning Objectives:
1. Understand the potential of the storyboard as a design tool
2. Learn the basic format and tools for creating storyboards
3. Discover classic illustration techniques for drawing storyboards
4. Develop a visual narrative
5. Explore cinematography as a means of landscape representation

Presentation Outline:

I. Introduction: Overview of the Storyboard in Design
   A. Origins and development of the storyboard in animation and film
   B. Examples of the art of the storyboard through time
   C. Current examples of storyboards in landscape architecture practice
   D. Potential of animation to capture the dynamic qualities of landscape architecture

II. Storyboarding the Landscape
   A. The Storyboard
   B. Types of Storyboards

III. Scripting a Design as a Screen Play
   A. Conceptual design process
   B. Visualizing the design experience as a scenario

IV. The Dramatic Structure as Applied to Design
   A. Beginning: Act I
   B. Middle: Act II
   C. End: Act III

V. Landscape Cinematography
   A. Basic shot types

VI. Tools for Developing the Storyboard
   A. Storyboard cards
   B. The storyboard template
   C. Composing and formatting storyboard pages
   D. The Miyazaki-inspired method of gestural storyboarding

VII. Summary
   A. Drawings that come alive
   B. Communicating the dynamic state of the living landscape

VIII. Q+A/Discussion
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